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Commodore’s Message
To say things have changed slightly since the last newsletter would be an understatement of epic
proportions. While we had to cut the Florida camp short, I am relieved to say that all of the
Maskwa High Performance and National Team athletes made it home safely and completed their
two weeks of self isolation. Coaches Jon and Marie have stepped up their technological skills and
are continuing to motivate and train the year round athletes through emails, training calendars,
challenges and online group workouts. Christian is busy in the office making sure we are aware
of government funding and moving forward on the items we need to keep the club moving
Rita Clarke,
forward. Summer planning and grounds preparation continues as we hope (fingers crossed) to
Maskwa Commodore
be able to have a full summer program. Although this isn't the spring we expected, I appreciate
all the efforts made by the athletes and families to ensure we are abiding by the rules associated with the State of
Emergency and have no doubt that, as soon as we are able, the docks will be in and the lake will be filled with
paddlers once again. Stay safe, stay home. Go, Maskwa!

For a lot of reasons, the 2020 Florida training camp was supposed to be an exciting one. With
Olympic trials only a few weeks away, athletes were doing everything to be prepared and
ready to race. In most years at this point in the training cycle, athletes are focused on trials
but in an Olympic year even more so. The majority of athletes had taken time away from
school, jobs, family, etc. to be ready for this year. Our younger athletes had just started what
looked to be a promising camp, and then like the rest of the world right now, things got
turned upside down. In a matter of hours, the decision was made to shut down the Maskwa
camp, load the trailer, and come on home. The athletes training with the National Team got
the message shortly after. With what seemed like all of Canada trying to leave the state at the
same time, Maskwa managed to get the younger athletes home in a couple of days, thanks to

Jon Pike,
Head Coach

great work from the parents and the older athletes who mostly drove a couple of days after that.
Most of the athletes are now done their 14 day self isolation period and now we are all doing our part to get rid of COVID19. No group workouts in person, no paddling and no going to the club. While this pandemic is clearly much bigger than
our sport, it is still tough not to go to a place that you spend most of your time. For now, we are still working out in
groups (virtually of course) and putting the work in as we always do. We will paddle again, we will race again, and we will
be back at the club as soon as we can. The positive is that Maskwa is still here - because it isn’t the nice building on
Kearney Lake that makes Maskwa what it is, but the people of Maskwa who make it what it is, and we are still here.
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ATHLETE UPDATES
Athlete Spotlight
Get to know Maskwa High Performance athlete Ashley Card!
“Hi Maskwa! I’m Ashley Card. I started paddling at Maskwa when I was 12 and fell in
love with it immediately. I am a sprint kayaker and have been training at Maskwa for
the past 7 years. I raced at the 2016 and 2017 Juniors Worlds and the 2017 Canada
Games, where I won 5 medals. Outside of paddling, I’m in my third year of Commerce
at Saint Mary’s University with a double major in Accounting and Finance and I work
as a lifeguard. I am also part of the social committee at Maskwa!
My favourite part of the sport is getting to be out on the water and spending time
with my friends.”

Academy & Masters
Spring is normally when the ice on the lake is melting and our athletes are getting excited to
get back on the water. Unfortunately, Spring 2020 is totally different. For obvious reasons that
we all know about, Maskwa has been obligated to stop our activities and close the Club.
Athletes who were in Florida came back and the Olympic Dream has been postponed. But
coronavirus won't touch our souls. Maskwa is a real family. Even though we are all at home,
we haven’t stopped training. We are doing online workouts with our crews, and sharing our
best performances on social media. There is only one thing we know so far: one day, we will
be back! So if you're behind, or if you stop training, you will lose all the progress you made in
the fall and in the winter time. Sometimes, being motivated is harder when you're doing pull
ups in your basement or if you're running for two hours by yourself, but
WE, Maskwa Fam, can get through this situation all together (6 feet apart, of course!). So get

Marie Rousseau Demers,
Assistant Head Coach

off your sofa, turn on your ZOOM account and come and train with us!

Left & Above: Zoom calls between
coaches and our athlete groups!
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Board Member Spotlight: Nik Thomas, Safety Chair
It is with pleasure that I join the Maskwa Board of Directors in the role of Safety Chair. I’m
an Infectious Disease Microbiologist at Dalhousie University and the Nova Scotia Health
Authority. I have professional experience sitting on Committees dealing with Safety,
Biohazards, and Risk Assessments. I look forward to helping where I can at Maskwa, with a
goal to provide an enjoyable and safe experience for all club members.
My family has been Maskwa club members since 2007, and my daughters have paddled for many years. Kavita is
currently in the high performance training program and part of the upcoming group of ADCKC women in canoes
(WICs). You will also find me as an ADCKC volunteer official on Lake Banook, serving in the tower as a timer and
occasionally as a referee (stay in your lane and don’t false start!). In my younger years, I played semi-professional
soccer in Toronto and varsity at Queen’s University, earning CIS 1st Team All-Canadian honours (won’t say year so I
don’t reveal my age!). In Halifax, I currently play for Athens United Football Club, among a notable group of soccer
players with glory years in the rear view mirror. A highlight with Athens was an Eastern National Championship in
2016. I’ve coached many aspiring male and female soccer players at various levels in Ontario, British Columbia, and
Nova Scotia. I might venture into Maskwa Master’s paddling sometime in the future, although right now I continue to
play soccer and focus on my personal fitness.
While safety issues are usually not on the front of everyone’s minds, it is important to be prepared and aware of things
around you and how they might affect you. Safety is everyone’s concern and I hope to work with the Maskwa
community to provide the best experience possible. I look forward to seeing everyone on the water!

OUT & ABOUT!

Thank you to
Friends of Blue
Mountain Society
for their recent
donation! Funds will
go towards the
purchase of
equipment for the
summer program.

DON’T FORGET TO LIKE US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
FOR ALL THE LATEST NEWS & UPDATES!

Some of our Masters
group, enjoying a cross
country ski weekend
away in NB. (Note: this
event took place in early
March, before social
distancing rules were in
place).
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